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ABSTRACT

In Homotopy Theory (HT) we define paths on a given topological space. Closed paths
prove to be by construction elements of a group (the fundamental group) I]] and carry
charges, the winding numbers. The charges are integers as they indicate how many times
closed paths encircle a given hole (or set of holes). Open paths as they are defined in
(HT) do not possess any group structure and as such they are less useful in topology. In
the present paper we enlarge the concept of a path in such a way that both types of paths
do possess a group structure. In this broad sense we have two fundamental groups the
111 = Z group and the S0(2) group of rotations but the latter has the global property
that there is no periodicity in the rotation angle. There is also two charge operators
W and W\ whose eigenvalues are either integers or reals depending respectively on the
paths being closed or open. Also the SO(2) group and the real charge operator VV> are
not independently defined but directly related respectively to the II] group and to the
integer charge operator W. Thus well defined links can be established between seemingly
different groups and charges.
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In a recent paper hereafter refer to as MM111 we investigated

the physics of certain topological objects.The objects of

interest are freely*121 homotopic loops encircling a hole on

the (punctured) R plane.In Homotopy Theory(3) these loops

classified according to the fundamental group II which is

isomorphic to Z .Let ln> denote the quantum state of a

loop winding n times around the hole .We then have the

following equivalent defining relations

JJ (1.*)

(l.b)

The states !n> describe non interacting loops, whose

hamiltonian uniquely defined up to a normalisation constant

as we showed explicitely in 1111 is the winding number operator

U

N\n>=n\n>
(2)

In the process of making these loops (closed strings) to

interact, we found that the outcome of the allowed type of

interactions was the formation of new objects which are open

paths (open strings).Open paths prove to be described by new

and quite different operators and charges.The correspondence

with the previous operators present in the free theory is as

follows.

JJ (m) - exp{-iJA,) C3. a)

freely homotopic loops are loops without a common
point.These are described by the conjugacy classes of the
fundamental group (here denoted II ) and not by Hitself ,but
for abelien groups the groups are indistinguishable
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(3.b)

e* * is the SQ(2) group of rotation around a fictitious axis

passing through the hole and Uli generalises W from integers

to reals .We recall in this context that the real number \

plays a double role , that of the coupling constant in the

interacting theory of loops ,and of the opening angle

labelling the open path (charge).The exact expression for the

new operators in terms of the old ones has been worked ou' in

the framework of quantum mechanics using perturbation

calculations to all order? in the coupling constant K, see MM.

In this paper we want to demonstrate in the context of pure

mathematics that it is possible to recover this correspondence

between seemingly different groups and operators with no

necessary imput of physics and in a quite different way.

The starting formula is eq(l.b).The solution (unitary) of

which may be written as

JJ (m) =e5tp(-2itijm) (4)

This is a unitary representation of the fundamental group.Let

la> be the basis of the 1—dim unitary representation space .

We thus have

JJ (m) |o>=exp(-ium) (5)

From eq(4) and eq(5) we infer the action of the generator J

on the states I a>'5

Using the defining equation for the states |n> eq(l.a) we

see that the latter states are Fourier transform of the la>'5

an

\n>=j\a> ©xp(-ino) -— (7)

In subsequent analysis we need the representation of the

generator J on the tn>'5 states -This may be obtained by

inverting eq(4).To this end divide both sides of the equation

by the factor m and sum over all values i « Z/ |o I

m
m

m
(8.a)

m

In this sequence ,the operators of both sides are acting on

the states \a >'5 which we do not write explicitely for

clarity ,and in the last step if we skip an unnecessary phase

factor e "lul ( i.e in) we get the expression we look for

m (8.b)

m

The second key point in the present analysis is to make in

eq(4) the following generalisation from integers to reals

in-*
211

An immediate consequence of this generalisation is that it



leads directely to the rotation group S0(2)

<9.b)

And from eq(&) defining the generator J and the fact that the

variable a is. continous (real) we conclude that the above

group has the topological (global) property

30(2) (A, +271)^30(2) U) (9.c)

Now a natural question arises .What is the nature of the new

quantum states which result from this generalisation .Let us

denote these states In v> .They are defined as follows

A) \n> (10)

These states are well defined as we know already how J acts

on |n>'s eq(8.b) . Let here remind the reader that the

expression above for the states fnv> was obtained in MM as a

result of full perturbation calculations to all orders in the

coupling constant and this is because in that framework the

operator e 1 was unknown but only comes out from the knowledge

of the hamiltonian of the theory.Note also that when A^2n

takes integer values m e 2 say i.e we make full rotations the

new states are nothing mare than the old ones i.e in+m> and

as such they certainly describe open paths (open strings).

To interpret them as open paths we need to enlarge the concept

of a closed path or a loop .We hereafter define a closed path

as a typical configuration of an "open" path .Take the origin

of an oriented path,together with the point defining the hole

of the punctured plane ,they make a straigth line.Take this

line as a reference axis.Now a closed path is by definition an

equivalence class of all freely homotopic paths whose

configurations are such that the end points lie somewhere on

the reference axis.An open path is defined analogously with the

ends of the paths lying on another axis rotated by an angle

0< A (2ii with respect to the reference axis .To appreciate tiie

differences and the common features between paths as they are

defined in (HT) and as we defined them , we skech in figl a

comparative tableau.Note that our closed paths do not

necessitate a point q0 as the takeoff and the landing point

(they are free),but both definitions are such that they

possess a group structure .The associated (fundamental) groups

are Z (HT) and the conjugacy class of Z (our case) which is

Z far abelian groups .Concerning open paths, ours are

characterised by an (opening) angle \ while those of (HT)

require an initial point q0 and a final point q; and here is

the fundamental difference .The latter paths do not possess a

group structure while ours do have a group structure with the

SO(2) group as the fundamental group.As a final remark note

that our open paths are closely connected to the hole defing

the punctured plane ,the reason is that to define an angle we

need an origin (hole).This "dynamical" feature do not occur

for open paths of (HT) which are not sensitive by definition

to the existence of the hole and hence play a less important

role in characterising the topology in comparison with their

companions the closed paths

With this At hand it becomes natural to interpret the state

InO- as a spatial extension of the loop state ln> by

transporting the end of the loop (as we define them loops have

indeed an origin and an end) from the reference axis up to the

new axis situated at an angular distance A apart .The

transport action is carried out by the operator eu*.

This interpretation of the state | nj? as an open path ( in the

sense of our definition of open paths ) is highly non trivial

and is mainly suggested by the defining formula in eq(10) i.e

if we perform a full rotation we get back a closed path which

is just the old state ln+m> .Another purely physical

argument was given in MM which shows that open paths are

quantum mechanical by-products ( effects ).

It remains now to look for the analog of the standard

(integer) winding number operator which we denote Wj. It is

6



defined via the eigenvalues equation.

(11.*)

The eigenvalues n^ are according to our previous identification

procedure of open paths such that they coincide with integer

winding numbers for full rotations, we thus have

271
(11.b)

Let us rewrite eq(ll.a) as

A,)
=exp(-UA) \n> (11'e)

In operatorial form this equation reads

(12.a)

In order to write the above formula in a form suitable for

further generalisations,some algebra is necessary.We use the

familiar formula

exp(-ij^) w expliJ X) =JV+ii [ if , J ] d2.b)

together with the commutation relation one may deduce from

eqs(l.a and 2) i.e

n (13)

.The final result we get is

(14)

m

In physical terms Wj has the meaning of the interacting

hamiltonian and \ that of the coupling constant.The H ' 5

terms form the most general interaction one may write .For

more details on the physical interpretations see MM.

Now in the second part of the paper we would like to

generalise the formalism to include more involved couplings

and to interpret physically the resulting interacting states

as we did above .Let us first summarise the first steps

towards the generalisation made already in MM,The newly

defined functional operator which generalises Wj is the

following

(15)

m

To be an observable (Hamiltonian,say) we require that it

should be hermitian .This is so if we choose the set of

coupling functions Aim) to obey the equation

\*{-m )= (16)

It is not difficult to check that the eigenstates of the above

operator are of the form

n> (17.a)



With the corresponding eigenvalues

nw=n+ AM
271

(17.b)

Note at once that only the value of the coupling function at

m=O (which is real, eq(lfe)) contributes to the spectrum .This

requires the set of possible coupling functions to be finite

at m=0.

This could be the end of the story ,but the resulting state

lnrf> in eq(17.a) is hard to interpret physically =is an open

path or something else .In this paper we will achieve the

generalisation starting from the observation that only the

value AfO) of the coupling function matters.This suggests that

it may be possible to rewrite the solutionin eq(17.a) in a way

that it depends only on AfO) .This is possible as we will

demonstrate in the appendix and here we just quote the result

(IB)

result is true provided the following series converges

m e

= finite (19)

With these requirements of convergence together with that of

finitness at m=O and that of hermiticity,the apparently quite

different operators Wrvi and WvOj see eqs(14,15) are in fact

equivalent in the sense that they describe the same object i.e

open or closed paths depending respectively on whether A{0) is

real or integer.

OPPENDIX
The expression to be developped is

(A.I)

First Fourier transform the coupling function Aim)

(fl-2)

Using the fourier transform of the state eq(7) and the
action of the II'5 on the states

argument of the exponential as
ja> eq(5) we rewrite the

m

271 371

(A.3)

Performing the above sum we get

a

~27f 271

271 271

a

P"g ) |B>exp{-i/ia)

|a>exp(-ina)

(A.4)

In the last step the first term is the a term which we write

in terms of J . The second term can be shown to be an

irrelevent phase factor under some conditions .In fact back to



the function Aim) we get for the second term

3*

Integrating over B we arrive at the factor

(A.6)

This is a pure complex number as one can easily see using

the hermiticity contraint imposed on A(m) eq(16).This factor

once put into the exponential of eq(A.l) becomes simply an

unessential phase factor provided eq(fl.fc) is f i n i te
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open path (HT ]
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dosed path [ HT)

new axis

X
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open path (our definition)
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fig.l- A tableau showing our definitions of closed and open

paths as compared to those of Homotopy Theory (HT).NDte that

the paths as we define them constitute a larger set which
include paths of (HT).
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